
 

 



 

In 2014 the then Chancellor, George Osborne, stood up in Manchester’s Museum of Science and 

Industry and announced the country needed a “Northern Powerhouse”. 

In our opinion he was on the wrong side of the Pennines. 

Had he taken a quick jaunt along the M62 he would have seen all the glorious business that was 

being done in Leeds, York, Sheffield and Bradford. Had his limousine stopped to pick-up a buttie and 

let the Chancellor stretch his legs, he might have also noticed the thriving business communities in 

Huddersfield, Barnsley, Harrogate, Wakefield and a hundred other surrounding towns and villages. 

Yorkshire is an amazing, enterprising place to set up and run a business. From multi-million pound 

international corporates to the local flower shop, we all share a love of our region and a certain 

“Yorkshire business philosophy” – simple, blunt, straight-talking, effective. 

All the people who are involved in running and contributing to the Yorkshire Powerhouse project are 

local business people and advisors who have made Yorkshire the home for both them and their 

companies. We are all committed to making Yorkshire the best place to do business in the country 

with independent advice of the highest, practical quality. 

We hope you will want to join us.  

We provide start up and growing Yorkshire SME’s with online straight-talking business advice and 

free downloadable resources to help them launch, run or grow strong, profitable and stable 

businesses.  We have no interest in fickle ‘quick-fix’ support – we would rather see an entrepreneur 

carefully use strategy and thoughtful planning to underpin their business model and increase their 

chances of success. 

All the support we provide online is free, there is no paywall and no intention to create one.  Yorkshire 

entrepreneurs love two things above all others: ‘Yorkshire’ and ‘Free’ and we’re providing both! 

We extensively market the site through various platforms including Google (both organic & pay-per-

click campaigns) and with regular LinkedIn activity, weekly email marketing and popular networking 

meetings to drive up awareness and uptake – resulting in massive numbers – over 262,000 visitors 

being sent to the site since our launch in the summer of 2017.  Here’s some other metrics: 

    

    

    

 



 

Google pay-per-click promotion of the site is costly, so we work with selected professional sponsors 

who want to support the project and commercially benefit as a result of their support.  Sponsorship 

fees allow us to run a PPC campaign directing ‘keyword relevant’ visitors to your sponsored content. 

All sponsors pay the same monthly fee of £250.00 plus VAT and we invest this into a fully managed 

Google pay-per-click (PPC) campaign that is keyword relevant to each sponsor and links directly to 

their sponsored content (see next commitment). 

Our technical management of each PPC campaign is focused on achieving a high Google ‘Quality 

Score’ as this means we can often deliver page 1 advert listings without having to bid the ‘normal’ 

extortionate figures for this position.  Meaning the sponsor’s fee goes much further than if they were 

doing it themselves so they get more clicks, more brand awareness and more business opportunities! 

We ask our sponsors to provide regular (roughly monthly until we have 10-12) business advice 

articles on the subjects they hold expertise in, and we target the PPC keywords related to this 

expertise on Google.  All articles should be independently written, more than 300 words each and 

they should provide straight talking business advice without being a sales pitch. 

 

Initially, and over time, we work with our sponsors to create a small library of ‘keyword related’ advice 

articles that we crosslink from page to page, effectively creating a ‘closed loop’ of related content to 

keep the visitor engaged – this keeps the sponsor’s visibility high – our own version of ‘remarketing’. 

All sponsor’s article pages display commercial advertising banners that link through to their enhanced 

listing within our suppliers directory.  Articles also clearly display your authorship and sponsorship. 

Within each page, we use simple psychological techniques to attempt to influence our visitors to take 

action – either through clicking a link to another sponsored page, clicking an advert to directly contact 

the sponsor, asking a question (by email or online) or even simply calling for help – at which point we 

work very hard to generate a formal referral to the sponsor. 

 

In addition to the pro-active PPC activity and on-page influencing techniques (above), we also 

promote new advice articles as ‘featured expert guest blogs’ on our popular weekly email newsletter, 

currently sent to over 13,500 Yorkshire SME subscribers.  Our open and click rates are incredibly 

high and help keep your name in front of our visitors and subscribers.   

There are a number of other activities and actions that also contribute to the overall value a sponsor 

achieves from their partnership with Yorkshire Powerhouse as detailed below: 



 

We want your corporate sponsorship to be (extremely) commercially beneficial for you so we work 

very hard to ensure you are rewarded for your efforts!  In terms of benefits, our aim is to provide you 

with an incredible range of marketing outcomes.  All the following is included within the single 

sponsorship fee – there are no hidden charges: 

 

We operate monthly Zoom networking meeting and all sponsors are 
automatically entitled to attend each meeting as part of our agreement. 

 

As a valued sponsor, we actively promote your support and expertise 
status to our LinkedIn connections – currently over 17,000. 
 

Our technical expertise in PPC management is well proven, achieving 
exceptional click volumes and performance metrics for our sponsors. 
 

We will place 1 x header advert and 2 x footer adverts on every page 
you contribute.  Graphic design is included or you can do it yourself. 
 

Your enhanced directory profile listing (see below) will directly link to 
your own elected URL and your social platforms.  Yorkshire 
Powerhouse has a strong page authority with Google making these 
links valuable and sought after. 
 

All pages will include an ‘editors note’ crediting your authorship and 
positively influencing visitor behaviour for your business benefit. 

 

All pages include a telephone number, email and an ‘ask a question’ 
form to encourage further requests for help.  Wherever possible, and 
when appropriate, we turn these requests into referrals back to you. 
 

As well as attending our networking meetings, we encourage our 
sponsorship partners to become regular presenters of our 5 minute 
Development Slot educational sessions. 
 

All advice articles will be pushed out as expert guest blogs to our email 
subscribers at the earliest opportunity within our schedule – currently 
sent to over 13,500 Yorkshire business owners. 
 

As part of your sponsorship, you will receive an enhanced listing within 
the GREAT Yorkshire Directory – our online suppliers directory that’s 
highly promoted throughout the site and on LinkedIn (see below). 
 

As successful businesses, we allow our sponsors to list themselves as 
a case study on our blog and email newsletter, sharing their business 
experiences with our subscribers and increasing their visibility. 
 

Our sponsors logos are displayed in the footer area of every single 
page on the site (they are shown randomly on each new page visit). 



 

 

We’re happy to chat and explain how everything works.  Please simply contact the founder of 

Yorkshire Powerhouse, Stewart Leahy on any of the following options: 

07814 589317 

 

stewart@yorkshirepowerhouse.com 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stewartleahy/  

 

https://yorkshirepowerhouse.com/contact-yorkshire-powerhouse/  

 

Thank you for showing an interest in the Yorkshire Powerhouse project. 
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